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ABSTRACT
Nonlinear normal modes (NNMs) describe the unforced and undamped periodic responses of nonlinear
systems. NNMs have proven to be a valuable tool, and are widely used, for understanding the underlying
behaviour of nonlinear systems. They provide insight into the types of behaviour that may be observed
when a system is subjected to forcing and damping, which is ultimately of primary concern in many
engineering applications.
The definition of an NNM has seen a number of evolutions, and the contemporary definition encom-
passes all periodic responses of a conservative system. Such a broad definition is essential, as it allows for
the wide variety of responses that nonlinear systems may exhibit. However, it may also lead to mislead-
ing results, as some of the NNMs of a system may represent behaviour that will only be observed under
very specific forcing conditions, which may not be realisable in any practical scenario. In this paper, we
investigate how the significance of NNMs may differ and how this significance may be quantified. This
is achieved using an energy-based method, and is validated using numerical simulations.
Keywords: Nonlinear normal modes, Nonlinear structural dynamics, Backbone curves, Energy balancing,
Nonlinear beam
Introduction
Nonlinear normal modes (NNMs) are an established tool for understanding nonlinear dynamic systems.
NNMs describe the dynamic behaviour of an unforced and undamped system, but may be used to interpret
the underlying behaviour of the forced and damped responses [1, 2]. This simplifies the process of analysing
the forced responses, particularly complex features such as isolas [3, 4, 5].
The first definition of an NNM was proposed by Rosenberg as any vibration-in-unison of the underlying
conservative system [6, 7]. Since this original definition, the theory of NNMs has seen two major extensions.
Firstly, NNM theory has been extended to include the damped dynamics. This extension was led by Shaw
and Pierre [8, 9], and more has received more recent attention from Haller and Ponsioen [10]. Secondly,
the definition of a conservative NNM has been expanded to encompass a greater variety of behaviours. It
is the second of these extensions, relating to the conservative dynamics, which is of interest in this paper.
The contemporary definition of an NNM includes any nonnecessarily synchronous periodic motion [1].
This allows the inclusion of motions that are not in-unison, such as out-of-unison motion [11], but which
exhibit the useful same properties as NNMs. However, it has been observed that not all NNMs appear to
relate to the forced responses [12]. As such, the objective of this paper is to investigate the relationship
between the forced responses and NNMs, in order to understand why some NNMs appear to have little
influence on the forced response.
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This paper begins by introducing a pinned-pinned beam with a torsional spring at one end. A model
for this beam, consisting of two linear modes1, is derived using a Galerkin method, and nonlinear terms
arise from the dynamic tension in the beam. A numerical continuation technique is then used to find a
series of NNM branches, demonstrating the complexity that may arise from a relatively simple nonlinear
system. The abundance of NNMs makes it difficult to reliably interpret the forced responses. However, an
understanding of which NNMs relate to the forced responses, and which do not, would allow some NNM
branches to be neglected, thus simplifying the interpretation.
To gain an understanding of this relationship, an energy-based technique, previously discussed in [13],
is then used to find the damping levels that are required to observe the NNMs in the forced responses,
given a specific forcing. This reveals that some NNMs require an extremely low level of damping to be
observed – much lower than is typically seen in engineering structures. This explains why such responses
are not often seen. Finally, to demonstrate that these seldom-observed NNMs may, in extreme cases, exist
in forced responses, a case with very low damping is considered, and a forced response is computed.
Nonlinear normal modes of an example system
A nonlinear beam example
w(x, t)
kˆ
x
x = 0 x = L
Fig. 1 A schematic of the pinned-pinned beam considered throughout this paper.
To motivate discussion throughout this paper, the nonlinear beam, depicted in Fig. 1, is considered. This
beam is pinned at both ends and has a torsional spring at x = L, where x is the distance along the beam
and L is the length of the beam. This spring is linear, with the stiffness constant kˆ.
As described in [14, 15], the unforced and undamped vertical deflection of the beam is governed by the
expression
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where w, δ and ψ(x, t) denote the vertical displacement of the beam, the Dirac delta function and the
rotation of the beam respectively. The density, cross-sectional area, Young’s modulus and second moment
of area are described by the constants ρ, Aˆ, E and I respectively. The nonlinearity in this system arises
from the dynamic tension in the beam – represented by the terms in the square bracket in Eq. (1).
The dynamics of interest for this paper may be captured by considering the first two underlying linear
modes, such that the vertical deflection may be written
w(x, t) = θ1(x)q1(t) + θ2(x)q2(t) , (2)
where θi represents the i
th linear modeshape and qi represents the displacement of the i
th linear mode. As
described in [15], θi may be computed using
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1Throughout this paper, the term mode is used to refer to an underlying linear mode of the system. An NNM is a separate
concept, and is typically composed of a combination of linear modes.
where βi is found by solving
cot(βi)− coth(βi) + 2EI βi
kˆL
= 0 . (4)
To find the modal equation of motion, Galerkin’s method is applied to Eq. (1), as detailed in [15]. This
leads to the expression
q¨ + Λq + Nq (q) = 0 , (5)
where q, Λ and Nq denote the vector of modal displacements, the matrix of linear natural frequencies and
the vector of nonlinear terms, which are written
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where ωni is the linear natural frequency of the i
th mode and where αk are nonlinear coefficients. The
linear natural frequencies are found using the expression
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)4
, (7)
and the nonlinear coefficients are found from
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The physical parameters chosen for this paper are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 The physical parameters of the beam.
Length Depth Height Density Young’s Modulus Torsional stiffness
(L) (d) (h) (ρ) (E) (kˆ)
500 mm 30 mm 1 mm 7800 kg m−3 2× 1011 N m−2 10 N m rad−1
Using Eqs. (7) and (8), these physical parameters give the linear natural frequencies and nonlinear
parameters shown in Table 2.
Table 2 The linear natural frequencies, ωni, and nonlinear parameters, αk, of the beam.
ωn1 ωn2 α1 α2 α3 α4 α5
[rad s−1] (×1010)
125.91 418.41 8.81 -1.31 34.70 -5.12 133.63
Nonlinear normal modes of the beam model
The contemporary definition of an NNM encompasses any periodic motion of the underlying unforced and
undamped system [1]. Numerous analytical and numerical methods may be used to compute the NNMs
of a system [16, 17], but here the numerical continuation software AUTO-07p is employed [18].
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Fig. 2 Panel (a) shows five NNM branches (i.e. the loci of NNMs) of the nonlinear beam model, in the
projection of the initial displacements of the two modes. The branch labels denote the ratio between the
fundamental frequencies of the two modes. A dot on the 1:1, 1:3 and 3:8 branches mark the positions of
the NNMs that are shown, parameterised in time, in panels (b), (c) and (d) respectively. These panels are
in the projection of the first modal displacement, q1(t), against the second modal displacement, q2(t).
Figure 2(a) shows five of the NNM branches of the two-mode model of the example system. These are
represented in the projection of the initial displacement of the first mode, q1(0), against that of the second
mode, q2(0). The initial modal velocities are both zero, i.e. q˙1(0) = q˙2(0) = 0. These NNM branches
represent the loci of periodic solutions to Eq. (5). The NNM branches are colour-coded and labelled
according to the ratio between the fundamental frequencies of the two modes, where the fundamental
frequency is defined as the frequency of the highest-amplitude Fourier coefficient of the response. For
example, considering a response on the 3:8 branch, the fundamental component of the first mode oscillates
three times per period, whilst the fundamental component of the second mode oscillates eight times per
period. This may also be described by defining the base frequency as ω = 2pi/T , where T is the period of
the response, and the fundamental response frequency of the ith mode as ωri. For a branch labelled n : m,
the fundamental response frequencies are ωr1 = nω and ωr2 = mω. This is demonstrated in Figs. 2(b),
2(c) and 2(d), which show the time-parameterised responses of NNMs from the 1:1, 1:3 and 3:8 branches
respectively. The positions of these NNMs are marked with dots in Fig. 2(a).
Whilst the model of the beam is approximate (due to assumptions made in the derivation of the
equations of motion, and the assumption that the higher modes are negligible) the numerical solutions for
this model are accurate to within the tolerances of the numerical method. As such, the NNM branches
shown in Fig. 2 appear to be a genuine feature of the dynamics of the model. This demonstrates the
complexity that may arise from a relatively simple nonlinear model. Furthermore, a huge number of
additional NNM branches may be found if higher ratios between the fundamental frequencies are considered
(i.e. higher than 4:13), or if responses with initial conditions beyond those shown in Fig. 2 are used.
The large number of NNM branches presents a problem: as NNMs are often used to interpret the
responses of a system when subjected to forcing and damping, the abundance of NNM branches indicates
that the forced responses must exhibit an extremely diverse range of dynamic behaviours. However, as such
behaviour is not typically observed in the forced responses, it is clear that not all NNM branches correspond
to the forced responses. As such, in the following section, we investigate the relationship between the NNMs
and forced responses. This will provide insight into why the dynamic behaviour described by some NNMs
are observed in the forced responses, and some are not.
Relating nonlinear normal modes to forced responses
A method for relating NNMs and forced responses was introduced in [19] and further developed in [13].
This method relies on the argument that, for any steady-state periodic response, the net energy gained by
the system due to forcing must equal the net energy dissipated by the damping. As such, if it is assumed
that a forced system may exhibit a response that is identical to an NNM response, the forcing and damping
must be such that this energy criterion is satisfied. In this section, we assume that the forcing is known
and we use the energy criterion to find the damping that is required for the forced response to match that
of a particular NNM (i.e. to reach resonance at that point on the NNM branch).
For a two-mode system, the energy criterion may be written
Ef1 + Ef2 = Ed1 + Ed2 , (9)
where Efi is the net energy gained by the i
th mode due to external forcing, and Edi represents the net
energy dissipated by the ith mode via damping. These are computed using
Efi =
∫ T
0
fi(t)q˙i(t)dt , Edi =
∫ T
0
di(t)q˙i(t)dt , (10)
where fi and di denote the forcing and damping applied to the i
th linear mode respectively.
For this example, we consider the case where the first mode is sinusoidally forced and both modes have
proportional linear damping such that
f1 = F sin (ωt) , f2 = 0 , d1 = 2ζωn1q˙1 , d2 = 2ζωn2q˙2 , (11)
where F represents the forcing amplitude, ω is the base frequency (defined as ω = 2pi/T ) and where ζ is
the linear damping ratio. Substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eq. (9) leads to∫ T
0
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which may then be rearranged to give an expression for the damping ratio, written
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Using numerical solutions for the NNMs, the integrals in Eq. (13) may be computed. This gives the
damping ratio, ζ, that is required for the forced response to reach resonance at each NNM.
Figure 3 shows five NNM branches for the beam model, as previously shown in Fig. 2, along with a
colour-scheme depicting the damping ratio required to achieve resonance at each point (i.e. at each NNM).
As previously, the branches are labelled according to the ratio between the fundamental frequencies of the
modes. The amplitude of the sinusoidal forcing applied to the first linear mode is F = 0.1.
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Fig. 3 Five NNM branches of the nonlinear beam model shown in the projection of the initial displacements
of the two modes. A colour-scheme is used to show the damping ratio, ζ, that is required for a forced
response to resonate at each point on the branch when the forcing amplitude is F = 0.1. The red cross
marks an NNM on the 3:8 branch where the required damping ratio is ζ = 10−8. This point is used to
investigate a forced response in the following section.
It can be seen that the 1:1 branch requires a fairly low damping. This is due to the small contribution
of the first mode to the 1:1 responses, compared to the second mode. As only the first mode is forced, little
energy in transferred into the system, whilst the high-amplitude second mode causes a large amount of
energy-loss via damping. As such, the damping ratio must be low to achieve resonance on this branch. The
1:3 branch is dominated by the first linear mode for the majority of NNMs. As such, the damping is of the
order that is typically seen in engineering structures. However, the 3:8 branch requires an extremely low
level of damping – much lower than is seen in typical engineering structures – and the required damping
for the 4:11 and 4:13 branches is lower still. This suggests a difference between the NNM branches with
low frequency ratios (i.e. the 1:1 and 1:3 branches) and those with higher ratios (i.e. the 3:8, 4:11 and 4:13
branches). Namely, it appears that the forced responses only resonate with high-ratio NNMs when the
damping is extremely low.
Forced responses
We now consider a set of forced responses for the nonlinear beam model. As in the previous section, the
system has proportional linear modal damping, and a sinusoidal force with amplitude F = 0.1 is applied
to the first linear mode. A red cross in Fig. 3 marks a response on the 3:8 branch where the required
damping ratio is ζ = 10−8. This damping ratio is used to find the forced response, and the NNM response
at this point is used as an initial orbit from which to start the continuation, using AUTO-07p.
Figure 4(a) shows the NNM branches, as given in previous figures, along with a set of forced responses
of the system. It can be seen that the forced responses are enveloping the 3:8 branch and an inset panel is
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Fig. 4 Panel (a) shows the NNM branches, as given in previous figures, along with a set of forced responses,
represented by a thin-red line. A red dot on the forced response branch marks the position of a response
that is shown, parameterised in time, in panel (b). The linear modal damping and forcing amplitude are
ζ = 10−8 and F = 0.1 respectively.
used to show this in detail. A dot on the forced response branch marks the position of a response that is
shown, parameterised in time, in Fig. 4(b). This time-parameterised response clearly shows that the forced
response also exhibits a 3:8 ratio between the fundamental response frequencies. A comparison may also
be drawn with Fig. 2(d), which shows a 3:8 NNM response. It also shows that a slight phase-shift between
the modes is present, which allows energy to be transferred between the modes, as discussed in [13].
Conclusions
In this paper it has been shown that the contemporary definition of an NNM encompasses a vast range of
possible motions. This has been demonstrated for a simple nonlinear model of pinned-pinned beam with
a torsional spring at one end. This leads to a complex picture of the responses, and presents a challenge
when using the NNMs to interpret the forced responses of the system. To address this, an energy-based
technique was used to investigate the relationship between the NNMs and the forced responses. This
revealed that some NNMs require an extremely low damping ratio to relate to a forced response. Such low
damping ratios are rarely seen in engineering structures, indicating that these NNMs may be neglected
when considering the forced responses of such systems. However, it was also shown that, if the damping
is very low, these NNMs may attract the forced responses, and hence they must be considered in these
extreme cases.
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